
What does peace mean to you? 
Peace for me  is to respect people, to feel safe, not to be 
oppressed, to create, to dream, to express yourself, to accept 
different people and ideas….. 

                                                    Nefeli   

 

Peace means: say NO to violence, say No to fear, say YES to 
freedom and safety, say YES to dialogue…….Believe in Peace, 
Wish for Peace….Leaders of the World: Stop all the wars , 
NOW!! 

      Aphrodite 

 

Peace is important for all the world, 

especially for the children. Killing people is a 



CRIME. War is a CRIME. Peace brings 

happiness to people. Welfare comes through 

Peace ONLY. 

        Maria 

 
Peace is friendshiP, love and 

fellowshiP. PeoPle feel safe when 

TheY sTaY awaY froM wars.PeoPle 

coMe close onlY when There is Peace. 

      aleXia 

 



Peace means Harmony, Love and Equality. 
It means to respect each other; to accept 
people the way they are. Do not create 
tension. Prefer the dialogue. 

       Ermioni 

 

Peace is happiness and freedom. It is difficult but it 
is possible. Let’s bring Peace to all people. Stop the 
War. Stop the darkness. Stop the evil. 

        Anna 

 



Peace means to be friendly, to help, not to hurt 
other people. Peace means Hapiness. Let’s change 
the World. But first think: what kind of world do 
we want? ….and then change ourselves……. 

                          John B. 

 

Peace for me is to respect all people; Do not be a facist. Peace 
is freedom. It is really so frightening to realize that people get 
killed; towns are destroyed; hudrends and millions suffer; fear 
covers everything, the environment is polluted……..It’s a chaos. 
Let’s talk more. Let’s find solutions to our problems….It is 
possible 

        Gabriel 

 



 

 

World Peace is freedom, absence of violence. We 
can make it happen. It’s possible. Help others, be 
friendly, respect people, stop fear and oppression. 
All people are equal, despite their colour , race, 
origin, money or religion…….  

WORLD, STOP THE WAR!!!!!!!!!...  
 Ioanna 

 

Feel free to make dreams, feel free to plan your life, seek for 
knowledge, honour love and friendship, feel free to talk , 
express your opinions, respect people who deserve it and 
things will be easier 

Is it so difficult?      Nikoleta 
 



 


